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SUMMARY This letter empirically evaluates the way how to calculate the complexity of methods that is used in the definition of WMC(Weighted Method per Class), one of the Chidamber and Kemerer's metrics. With respect to the results of our experiment, Halstead's Software Science metric is the most appropriate one to evaluate the complexity of the methods.
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1. Introduction

WMC(Weighted Method per Class) is one of the Chidamber and Kemerer's metrics (C&K metrics) which are the most well-known complexity metrics for object-oriented software. WMC measures the complexity of the target class and is defined as the total complexity of the methods included in the class. However, what is the complexity of a method has not been defined[3].

This letter empirically evaluates the way to calculate methods' complexity in the class using the data collected from an actual object-oriented software development process.

2. WMC of C&K metrics[3]

The definition of WMC is as follows:

Consider a class C, with methods M₁,..., Mₙ that are defined in the class C. Let c₁,..., cₙ be the complexity of the methods. Then:

\[ \text{WMC} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i \]

Here, if all method complexities are considered to be unity, then WMC = n, the number of methods.

Several research studies have empirically evaluated the usefulness of C&K metrics[1][2]. For example, Basili et al. empirically evaluated that C&K metrics show to be better predictors than the best set of traditional code metric. In the evaluations, WMC was simply measured with the number of methods in each class.

3. Candidates for WMC

Here, we prepare the following eight candidates of WMC, each of them uses traditional metric for the size, algorithm and data structure as the complexity of a method, respectively. Each of the definition is as follows:

WMC1: \( c_i \) is defined as the number of lines of \( M_i \).
WMC2: \( c_i \) is defined as the number of lines of \( M_i \), except comments and empty lines.
WMC3: \( c_i \) is defined as the number of unique variables referred by \( M_i \).
WMC4: \( c_i \) is defined as the total number of variables referred by \( M_i \).
WMC5: \( c_i \) is defined as the number of unique functions called by \( M_i \).
WMC6: \( c_i \) is defined as the total number of functions called by \( M_i \).
WMC7: \( c_i \) is defined as the McCabe's cyclomatic number of \( M_i \).
WMC8: \( c_i \) is defined as the Halstead's metrics of \( M_i \).

For WMC7, cyclomatic number was introduced by McCabe to quantify control flow complexity[6]. It derived from the graphic representation of a program's control flow. The node in the graph representation corresponds to a decision or target in the program. Cyclomatic number equals to the number of disjoint regions.

For WMC8, it is based on the Halstead's observation that any computer program can be viewed as a sequence of tokens that can be classified as either operators or operands[4]. The basic metrics of it are, \( n_1 \):number of unique operators, \( n_2 \):number of unique operands, \( N_1 \):total number of operators, and \( N_2 \): total number of operands. Based on the basic metrics, Halstead defined several metrics for length, volume, level.
Table 1 Type of components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Num.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>String</td>
<td>Operation of string list</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List, ListNode</td>
<td>Operation of queue of string list</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BigInteger</td>
<td>Operation of high number</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Aligner</td>
<td>Arrangement of the position of word</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorter</td>
<td>Sorting data</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Empirical evaluation

In order to evaluate which WMC is the most appropriate one, we apply these WMCs to an experimental software development project.

4.1 Outline of experiment

The experimental project was performed in a computer company. The main characteristics of the project are: (1) Subjects are new employees of the computer company, who have just graduated from college. (2) Each subject selects one class (component) out of six classes shown in Table 1 and codes it using Visual C++. (3) Specifications for each class is described by an instructor. Especially, the interface of each class is clearly defined. Thus, the complexity of each class depends on the implementation of the methods in it. (4) Each class is finally tested by the instructor.

4.2 Empirical data

In the experiment, we finally collected data from 41 classes. The experimental data is shown in Table 2. We calculated the value of each WMC based on the final program code. As space is limited, Table 2 shows the maximum, minimum, average and standard deviation for each WMC.

Table 2 Empirical Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WMC</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>std. dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WMC0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.26</td>
<td>9.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC1</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>305.36</td>
<td>186.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC2</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>278.24</td>
<td>165.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>66.80</td>
<td>31.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC4</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>281.31</td>
<td>172.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC5</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>62.31</td>
<td>46.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC6</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86.21</td>
<td>66.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC7</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>64.68</td>
<td>40.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMC8</td>
<td>2889</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7431.94</td>
<td>6111.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifications</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15.90</td>
<td>18.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Analysis

Table 3 shows the correlation coefficient between each of WMCs and the modifications. All candidates for WMC are higher correlation with the modifications than WMC0. As the results, these WMCs can evaluate the complexity of the class better than WMC0. Especially, WMC8 which uses Halstead’s metrics as complexity of the methods, is highest correlation with the modifications. As the results, in this experiment, Halstead’s metrics is the most appropriate to evaluate the methods’ complexity of WMC.

5. Conclusion

This letter has empirically shown that in calculating the WMC, it is appropriate to evaluate the complexity of the methods in the class instead of only counting the number of methods. Especially, WMC using Halstead’s metric represents the internal complexity of the class more correctly.

As future research work, it is necessary to conduct a similar experiment for the data collected from an practical object-oriented software development process.
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